











































































































What is half of 199
We have 199 2 1001 2 190 2 t 91 2

50 t 45 t 4 S

99.5
A comb for horses has 100 teeth each 1mm wide
The gaps between the teeth are also 1mm wide How long
is the comb Answer in cm

Since there are 100 teeth there are 99 gaps
between them The gaps take up a space of 99mm
The teeth take up 100mm So the total length of

the comb is 199mm 199 10 cm 19.9cm
A teacher takes 7 minutes to mark each pupil's test
He has a class of 32 How many minutes marking will
he save if 9 of the class are absent
The time saved would be 9 7 63 min
Sam has six plain coloured plates hanging on her
wall in the Formation shown What is the smallest
number of plates that need to be moved to turn

this Formation upside down

Leave the two top rows as they are and

move the outer bottom plates to the top row

In this case 2 plates move














































































































Yesterday the reading on Granny's electricity meter was

098657 She was shocked to realise that all six of

these digits are different How many more units of electricity
will she use before the next time all the digits are

different
All the digits From 5 to 9 are used so we will
need to create a 1 Somewhere

The next time all the digits are different the
meter reads 098671
So 098671 098657 14

Referring to the rectangles below the largest is red

and the smallest is blue Orange is the same size as

yellow and is not next to blue Which is orange

B

red orange yellow blue

A bottle of orange juice costs 3 but when you
return the bottle you get 2 back What is the largest
number of bottles of juice you can buy if you
start with 10 bottles














































































































Buying drinking and returning a bottle has a net cost
of 3 2 511 So after doing this 8 times you
will have 10 8 2 left which is not enough
For another bottle Hence the answer is 8

Each of these numbers with one exception has

the same remainder when divided by 9 Which is

the exception
113 257 554 725 861

We have
113 108 t S
257 252 t S
554 549 t S
725 7201 5
861 855 6

So the answer is 861
The mean age of the Four members of a band
is 19 What is the mean age when an extra

member who is 24 years old joins them
Suppose the original four members have ages
a b c d Then

atb d 19
4

at b t Ctd 76

The new mean is

atbtctdt 24 76 24
5 5

00 5
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Correct to 1 decimal place what is D8
2.6 3 O 3.6 4.2 9.0

We have 16 18 C 25

4 crises 5

So 518 I 4.2

Nicolas wrote a Christmas card for each of his
3 sisters and put each in a separate envelope

In how many ways can he send a card to each

sister so that none of them receives the correct

card
Suppose the sisters are A B.C
We have the Following possibilities for cards received

ABCDC A
C A B

So there are 2 possibilities
Find x

113M 1097

By supplementary angles

The red angle is 180 113 67

The blue angle is 180 109 71






























































































113M 11097

By angle sum of a triangle
X 180 67 71

420
2003 is a prime number In the next ten numbers
there is 1 other prime What is it
2004 X even
2005 X Mutt of s
2006 X even
2007 X Mutt of 9
2008 X even
2009 X Mutt of 7
2010 X even
2011 prime
2012 X even
2013 X Mutt of 3
Note that 2100 21 100 is a multiple of 7
and 70 7 10 is a multiple of 7 So

2100 70 2030
is a multiple of 7 Also 21 is a multiple of 7
SO 2030 21 2009
is a multiple of 7
Hence the prime is 2011
In the sequence which begins 2,3 S 10 each



number after the second is the sum of all the
previous numbers in the sequence What is the 10th
number in the sequence

A 2
are 3
a S
ay 10

as 21 3 5 t 10 20

Af 201 20 40
a Got 40 80
Ag 801 80 160

Ag 160 t 160 320

a o 320 t 320 640
In an average lifespan of 70 years each human
is likely to swallow 8 spiders while sleeping In a
population of 60 million what is the best estimate
of the number of unfortunate spiders consumed
in this way each year
Over 70 years the whole population swallows

8 6 x 107 spiders
so in 1 year they swallow

0
x 8 6 107 spiders

48
I

106

I 7 106 spiders



Each letter stands for a different digit
A 6 B C

7 X

D 9 E 9 8
We have 7 4 28 so C must be 4
Then 7 B t 2 9 mod 10

713 I 7 mod 10

13 1
Now 6 7 42 so E 2
and 7 At 4 9 mod 10

7A IS mod 10
A 5

Hence D 3
A S B L C 4 D 3 E 2

A rectangle is formed by doubling the length and

width of the rectangle shown What is the area

of the new rectangle at 3

The new rectangle 2

zat 6
4 Area 412A t G

8 a t 24

When the diagram below is complete the number
in the middle of each group of 3 adjoining cells
is the mean of its two neighbours What number
goes in the right hand end cell



8 20

Let the numbers in the other cells be a b c

8 a b 20 c

we have
a 8th

2

b at 20
2

20 btc
2

Za 8th
2b at 20
40 b te

So b Za 8

2 za 8 at 20
ha 16 at 20

3A 36
a 12
b 24 8 16
c 40 b 40 16 24

The diagram shows a rectangular wire grid which
Forms 12 small squares The length of the grid is

a What is the total length of wire required to
make the grid



Consider the width there are 4 identical squares
with combined length a so each square has side

length al4
So the height of the grid is 39 4
The grid is comprised of Four horizontal lengths of
wire and Five vertical lengths of wire

So the total amount of wire required is

4 a t 5 31
4

Liat Isa
4

Iba t Isa
4

3La
4

Two builders Bob and Geri buy bricks at the
same price Bob sells 10 for 6 and Geri sells
12 for 7 Supposing they sell equal numbers of
bricks what number has each sold when Bob has
gained 4 more than Geri



Suppose they sell in bricks at this point
Bob charges 0.6 per brick
Geri charges per brick

After selling n bricks Bob makes 0 ten dollars
After selling n bricks Geri makes 7,2 dollars

We have
0 Gn 71 t 4

12
Con 702 t 40

12

352 t 40
6

36N 35N t 240

n 240
In the diagram AB AC and AD CD How

many of the following statements are true for the

angles marked
W X 7Ltyt 2 180 Z 2x

consider SABC Since AB AC LABC L ACB w



By vertically opposite angles at B w x

Consider SACD Since AD CD LDAC L DCA w

By supplementary angles at point A ytwtz 180

But since w x we have xtytZ 180

Now consider the angle sun in SABC We have

Wtwtwty 180
3 set y 180

y 180 3k
SO K t y t 2 180 It 180 3k t Z 180

Z 2K

N is a 3 digit number The sum of N and its

three individual digits is 429 What is the product
OF the three digits of N

The sum of three digits is at most 3 9 27 so

the First digit must be 4 as 429 27 4027400

Let the tens digit be x and the units digit beg
Then

400 t 10x y t 4 t k t y 429

Il x t 2g 25
IF x 0 then 2g 25 has no solution
IF x 1 then 2g 25 11 14 y 7

IF x 2 then 2g 25 22 3 has no solution
So the number is 417 and the product of
its digits is 4 1 7 28


